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Abstract—The goal envisioned by 5G NORMA is to develop a novel, adaptive and future-proof 5G mobile network architecture. In order to fulfill these requirements, 5G NORMA envisions an extremely flexible architecture to be deployed in a multi-tier distributed data-center. In this paper we focus on the novel mobility management schemes, QoE/QoS, Control and Orchestration mechanisms that are being developed in 5G NORMA. These modules, that follow the software-defined principle, jointly optimize core and access functions. The final result is a modular architecture that adapts to the requirements of very heterogeneous services, while allowing multiple tenants to share network resources among them, providing hence the flexible connectivity needed by future 5G Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The world is currently experimenting an extraordinary shift towards mobile networking: the amount of mobile traffic per month is expected to grow to 30 exabytes by 2020, almost ten times more than the values recorded in 2015 [1]. Moreover, the mobile industry already powers 3.6% of the world’s GDP at an expected growth rate of 5% [2]. In this context 5G NORMA aims at bringing an unprecedented re-engineering of the mobile networking architecture for the mobile industry to remain competitive.

The 5G NORMA project is working towards this goal: developing a novel mobile network architecture that provides the needed adaptability while optimally using the available resources. The architecture envisioned by 5G NORMA is able to handle traffic demand fluctuation resulting from the heterogeneous and rapidly changing services, possibly modified according to the local context. Figure 1 shows the fundamental entities included in the 5G NORMA architecture: (i) the edge cloud, that is the set composed by the base stations and remote servers deployed at the radio or aggregation sites; (ii) the network cloud, one or more data-centers deployed at central sites; and (iii) the controller that organizes and executes the functions needed by the network and which is usually colocated in the network cloud.

Figure 1 also shows the five 5G NORMA main pillars, 3 innovative enablers:

1) the Adaptive (de)composition and allocation of mobile network functions between the edge and the network cloud depending on the service requirements and deployment needs (A in Figure 1), ii) the Software-Defined Mobile network Control and Orchestration which applies the SDN principles to mobile network specific functions (B), and iii) the Joint optimization of mobile access and core network functions localized together in the network cloud or the edge cloud (C);

and 2 innovative functionalities:

i) the Multi-service and context-aware adaptation of network functions to support a variety of services and corresponding QoE/QoS requirements (D), and ii) the Mobile network multi-tenancy to support on-demand allocation of radio and core resources towards virtual operators and vertical market players (E).

Different services may use different allocation of network functions in radio (RAN) and core (CN) both for user (u-) and control (c-) plane according to their Quality of Experience (QoE) / Quality of Service (QoS) needs. This capability is one of the key functionalities used by 5G NORMA to provide the needed flexibility to the future 5G Network architecture. The advantages of this approach are manifold, ranging from network related metrics (i.e., increased capacity, reduced latency, etc.) to business related ones, like cost efficiency or the reduced service creation time.

This paper focuses on the controller entity of the architecture: an overview is provided in Section II, while Section III focuses on the blocks devoted to the flexible support of
heterogeneous services, describing functionalities like the selection of the mobility management scheme, the configuration of wireless control functions or network orchestration. Some joint-optimization challenges are discussed in Section IV and, finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE

The recent advances in the network softwarization solutions (for both programmability and virtualization) provide the fundamental elements needed to build a flexible and context-aware network architecture. Moreover, some of the concepts devised in recent research projects, namely EU FP7 METIS [3] and EU FP7 iJOIN [4] can be considered as starting point for 5G NORMA innovations.

The scope of iJOIN ² was focused to small-cell networks where small-cells are connected through heterogeneous backhaul to the core network. One of its key-innovations is the RAN as a service (RANaaS) platform (an extension of the C-RAN solution [5]) composed by physical radio access points and virtual eNodeB controlling radio processing units (iRPU). This split, in essence, allows for a flexible split between remote and central sites, a strategy followed also by 5G NORMA with the central and edge cloud concepts.

The goal of METIS ³ was to provide a novel mobile network architecture under different viewpoints (Functional, Logical Orchestration and Control Architecture, and Deployment). Like iJOIN also METIS focused on the RAN part, hence not all the function required for a complete 5G Mobile Network were covered: the final outcome is the definition of a 5G Orchestrator of Network Function and the underlying transport layer using Software Defined Networking principles.

Finally, the work undergoing at Open Network Foundation (ONF) has many similarities with the software-defined mobile network control concept proposed by 5G NORMA. Indeed, new ONF extensions aim to use the spirit of softwarization to provide flexibility in the implementation of mobile network functions other than routing and forwarding, which is one of the goals of 5G NORMA.

A. NFV/SDN Framework

The network architecture envisioned by 5G NORMA has to support many services with different stringent requirements in terms of latency, throughput, and availability, in conjunction with the multi-tenancy and network slicing [6]. This requires the re-design of the current mobile network architecture to move from current network of entities architecture to a network of functions architecture in order to support the required flexibility and programmability features.

To this end, 5G NORMA leverages on the close interaction of two key enablers for this transformation: Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [7] and Software Defined Networking (SDN) [8]. NFV is a network evolution towards a cloud architecture that uses standard general purpose hardware to deploy network functions. The NFV working group at ETSI defines an architecture framework, called MANO, which describes the Virtual Network Function (VNF) execution environment, their management and orchestration. SDN is deployed to connect the chain of different vNFs needed by a service and to provide a better service-aware traffic steering. Thanks to its capability to connect and control the resources (network capacity, virtual machines, storage capacity), SDN and NFV are hence complementary technologies that allow the deployment of new services and the operation of the network.

B. Design principles

As mentioned above, 5G mobile network architecture will have to support a multitude of services with significantly different requirements. The following dimensions elaborate where 5G systems, like 5G NORMA, need to exhibit a future-proof design that allows sufficient flexibility:

Multi-tenancy capabilities allow several service providers operating on top of a shared infrastructure. The range of tenants is diverse, ranging from mobile network operators (MNOs) to OTT service providers to companies from vertical industries. This also results in varying levels (depths) of service and resource control to be exposed to tenants.

A shared infrastructure leverages the economies of scale to be expected when hosting multiple logical mobile networks. The infrastructure consists of heterogeneous hardware resources (general-purpose as well as dedicated, special-purpose hardware) and necessary software for hosting mobile network functions. The infrastructure as a whole is provided by several infrastructure providers, e.g., MNOs or 3rd party providers.

Efficient network control allow for a sufficient abstraction of controllable resources and functions and expose uniform control APIs on different abstraction and architectural levels. Thus, it allows for, e.g., cross-domain orchestration of network functions and services, flexibility in function decomposition and placement, and customized business service composition.

The fragmentation of administrative domains increases complexity. Vertically, at least business service providers, network service providers and infrastructure providers have to be differentiated. Depending on the type of tenant, some or even all can collapse into one. Horizontally, multiple providers of each type co-exist.

Today, mobile network operators subsume many of the aforementioned aspects in the notion of network slicing, an evolution of network sharing, which has been a key business model for mobile network operators to reduce deployment and operational costs. In any case, holistic, end-to-end management and orchestration frameworks and dynamic software-defined mobile network control become crucial factors.

On the management plane, this paper therefore proposes a network-wide orchestration, management, and inter-slice coordination architecture extending the ETSI NFV MANO framework. On the control plane, the examples of mobility management and QoE/QoS control illustrate the design principles of software-defined mobile network control.

C. Building Blocks Overview

Figure 2 shows an overview on the proposed architecture blocks as well as the interactions among them. 5G NORMA
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The information used to define those constraints is gathered from the QoE/QoS Mapping module (see Sec. III-B), a module that is also in charge of continuously analyzing the status of a network slice and reporting to SDM-C. Based on those reports, SDM-C may adapt to the new situation either by reconfiguring some of the vNF it manages (i.e., changing the pre-scheduler, asking for a less aggressive MCS), or by reconfiguring some paths using a SDN- alike technique or, at last instance, by asking for more resources to the Orchestrator.

The Mapping & Monitoring module is not the only entity reporting to the SDM-C. Also the Mobility Management module (see Sec. III-A) reports to the SDM-C about mobility management specific issues. The Mobility Management module is also used by the Orchestrator to optimize the migration of mobility related vNF among different edge clouds to fulfill specific QoE/QoS constraints.

Finally, network slices reshaping (i.e., scale-in and scale-out operations) requests are managed by the SDM-O if requests regard computational resources, or by the SDM-X (see Sec. III-E) if shared resources such as spectrum are needed.

### III. Architecture Blocks

#### A. Mobility management

The challenging requirements in terms of mobility support in a future 5G system are less related to the increased data volume than the expected amount of different terminal types (beside handelds and smartphones many new machine-type devices are foreseen) and a broad range of services and mobility demands which range from zero or nomadic mobility only to high speed (e.g., vehicular) terminals. While the connection characteristics change during movement across multiple cells and points of attachment, the session has to continue surviving, for example, an endpoint address change. Also seamlessness with respect to the user or application experience may differ, demanding for minimal disruption without loss of information or being able to cope with “break before make” where a higher layer protocol cares for data completeness.

An efficient solution for serving all varying requests cannot be a single universally applicable mobility function, but has to follow a modular approach to adapt the network configuration according to the respective service demands (i.e., the so-called mobility on-demand [6]). The challenge is to identify the actual demand as precisely as possible and select the best fitting solution depending on the overall scenario. Several criteria can be taken into account in the selection process, including the characteristics of the terminal and its environment (e.g., smartphone or sensor device in a pedestrian movement or attached to a car) as well as the network conditions (e.g., load of neighboring cells and radio technology or specific parameters such as bandwidth and latency) but also performance requirements of the application (e.g., in terms of connection reliability and session continuity). Potential solutions may be based on the Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) [9] approach as discussed at IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) where a split of control and user plane functions and basic modular logical entities for anchoring, location and forwarding management are proposed.

---

**Fig. 2.** The 5G NORMA flexible connectivity and QoE/QoS management building blocks.
As part of the mobility scheme selection, special consideration has to be given to concurrent utilization of multiple links to enhance throughput and reliability. A special version of such multi-connectivity is already available as enhanced carrier aggregation in LTE-A where different cells and frequency bands can serve a UE simultaneously and known as off-load or local break-out when a cellular device with multiple interfaces connects (e.g., to home WLAN to access the Internet). A commonly managed standardized solution without need for customer interaction and covering heterogeneous access domains still has to be developed. To provide extremely low delay connectivity (e.g., as demanded by tactile Internet applications) the content and processing resources have to be provided near the edge of the access link. Such distributed functionality in the Mobile Edge Cloud (MEC) [10] has to be migrated efficiently in case of session endpoint movement but also due to load balancing reasons in case of resources shared between multiple slices. To keep latency and jitter in required limits demands for new mechanisms when taking the movement decision.

The major demands to the new mobility management protocol are, beside providing a high flexibility, also to fulfill high availability and reliability (e.g., by avoiding a single point of failure), achieve high resource efficiency (e.g., low signaling overhead, avoiding too much tunneling, minimum redundancy in case of error retransmissions), and to not increase the operational burden (e.g., in terms of deployment and network management effort). An example approach for allowing better service awareness could be to consider new mobility options e.g. in DMM as is e.g. proposed in [11] in terms of QoS specific parameters. Additional challenges are discussed in Section IV.

B. QoE/QoS Mapping and Monitoring

Quality of Experience (QoE) is defined as "the degree of delight or annoyance of a person whose experiencing involves an application, service, or system" [12]. This contrasts with Quality of Service (QoS), which concerns objective and technical metrics at network (delay, jitter, packet loss, etc.) and application level (frame rate, resolution, etc.). Lately, QoE is becoming the ultimate item to be delivered to end-users.

The driving paradigm is to keep users satisfied abstracting from the objective QoS factors that cause that satisfaction. This allows having satisfied users while allocating the minimal amount of resources for that purpose, thus reducing costs, avoiding churn and increasing energy efficiency. This is particularly interesting in wireless networks, where radio resources are scarce. 5G networks will have to cope with unprecedented densification levels, causing the access network to account for the major energy consumption share [13]. In this scenario a moderate reduction in the data rates can lead to large energy (and therefore costs) savings [14], which fosters the utilization of QoE-based management approaches in future mobile network architectures.

The identification of service-relevant QoE metrics and modeling of how these are affected by the different QoS metrics is a key aspect. QoE metrics decompose individual user experience in different dimensions, which are perceivable and nameable on a service and context basis, and whose combination forms the subjective quality perceived by the user.

The QoE/QoS mapping process can be modeled in two steps: first, the QoS metrics modulate the set of QoE metrics; second, the combination of these QoE metrics forms the end user QoE. In current works, utility functions have been widely used to map one or several QoS metrics to QoE [15]–[17] and different methods to map QoE metrics to an overall QoE score are described in [18].

Figure 4 depicts a high level view of the QoE/QoS mapping, which architecturally is strongly related to the SDM-C block. It also shows different monitoring mechanisms that can be used for QoS monitoring. In order for the mapping module to perform the QoE/QoS mapping, it needs to know the current QoS status of the network and service. It may also include the terminal, which is the component that receives the QoS that is actually delivered to the end-user. Monitoring poses many challenges for the forthcoming 5G networks with the multiplication of the number of devices and the need of providing management processes (such as monitoring) with minimal signaling overhead. SDN principles also involve central controllers which may become easily a bottleneck if the number of elements they control is large.

To that extent, 5G networks shall provide monitoring mechanisms and protocols for an efficient monitoring, in which...
Latency Constraints
for UE1 and UE2

The control of wireless functions is the most innovative element in SDM-C. Functions like channel selection, scheduling, MCS selection, and power control may be controlled by the SDM-C according to well-defined control policies. The SDN approach is the inspiration behind the SDM-C, so both the SDM-C according to well-defined control policies. The monitoring strategies can be classified into three types: (i) reactive, in which the monitor polls the agents; (ii) proactive, in which the agents proactively send data to the monitor; and (iii) hybrid, a combination of the two. In this sense, hybrid monitoring is the one that is widely open for innovative monitoring algorithms and protocols and it is the one on which 5G NORMA monitoring work will focus.

C. SDM-Controller

5G NORMA architecture incorporates the Software-Defined Mobile Network Controller (SDM-C) to enable a flexible network management and operation. Following a similar spirit to SDN 5G NORMA envisions the SDM-C, in which mobile network functionalities are split into two categories: those functions that are being “controlled” and remain relatively stable and those functions that “control” the overall network and are executed at the controller. In particular, the SDM-C is specifically devised to control mobile network functionality, and it is not limited to data plane functions but also control plane functions. That is, SDM-C takes care of managing the function within a network slice, including wireless controllers and traffic steering.

The control of wireless functions is the most innovative element in SDM-C. Functions like channel selection, scheduling, MCS selection, and power control may be controlled by the SDM-C according to well-defined control policies. The SDN approach is the inspiration behind the SDM-C, so both a northbound and a southbound interface are specified. The northbound interface is used to control the network operation from a QoE/QoS perspective. For instance, maximum latencies between elements of SFC can be specified using this interface. The SDM-C elaborates the requirements received through the northbound interface and controls the network resources (i.e., transport network, wireless functions, other vNF belonging to its slice) through the southbound interface. This interface should be standardized and supported by all deployed equipment and be flexible enough to have leeway for the desired behavior of the network by changing the “control” functions only while leaving the “controlled” ones unchanged.

An example of the SDM-C operation is depicted in Figure 5. If no special requirements are imposed for the latency of users attached to a specific base station, then the SDM-C could take scheduling decisions without considering such constraint. However, if strict latency constraints are required for certain UEs (e.g., UE1 and UE2 are vehicles that need low delays for safety communications), then the SDM-C reconfigures the scheduler vNF to obtain the required latency. In the example, UE1 and UE2 get the whole bandwidth and are scheduled with the highest priority in time.

As the SDM-C exposes through its northbound interface a common way of managing all the (heterogeneous) underlying network functions, several advantages can be obtained; ranging from cost reductions (i.e., networks operators do not need bind themselves to specific wireless equipment that does not adapt to changing demands) to reduced service creation time (i.e., the common northbound interface simplifies the development, debugging and deployment of new services).

D. SDM-Orchestrator

The Software-Defined Mobile Network Orchestrator (SDM-O) is a network management entity of the 5G NORMA architecture that builds on the top of the current ETSI NFV MANO to enable the support of multi-service and multi-tenancy by the means of network slicing and resource orchestration. The SDM-O combines service and network resource orchestration. The SDM-O analyzes the requirements of incoming service requests from different tenants, creating on the first stage a VNF forwarding graph including e.g. DPI, video accelerator, etc., that fulfills the Service Level Agreement (SLA) of the incoming request and allocating or importing from a tenant an accompanied policy. Such VNF graph can then feed the network wide orchestrator, which can allocate a network slice to accommodate the requirements of a particular service.

The notion of network slice in 5G NORMA is aligned with the NGMN view [6], which refers to a network slice as a collection of network resources, functions and radio
technologies, considering also the selection of a control/user plane split. Hence, the role of the SDM-O is to allocate the network slice capacity and the network functions according to the request as typically laid out in SLAs and provided policies. To accomplish this goal, the SDM-O is equipped with network resource allocation algorithms that forecast the amount of capacity required per network slice. In 5G NORMA different types of algorithms are studied, considering network capacity per slice in isolation or as a pooled resource.

5G NORMA also develops an enhanced concept of network functions beyond LTE. Such network functions can be composed by a customized selection of “atomic” functions (i.e. elementary sub-functions of the legacy LTE ones), combining both radio and core networks. The responsibility of the SDM-O is to select and compose such 5G NORMA network functions and allocate them at particular geographical network locations, considering also their combination into a network service function chain. In addition, the SDM-O, allocates to network slices network functions, which can be shared among particular slices.

Typically, the SDM-O is composed by a two level hierarchy of orchestrators, an inter-slice and intra-slice one. The inter-slice is responsible for the network slice allocation, while the intra-slice one takes care of the life-cycle operations (e.g. relocation of network functions, (re)composition of network functions, etc.), of each individual slice reflecting evolving service demands. The SDM-O can then feed the SDM-C with a service policy provision and such a network function chain, which can provide the arranged linkage of network functions instantiating the network slice. In turn, the SDM-C interacts with SDM-O to indicate the need for scale-in and scale-out of network capacity for a particular network slice.

E. SDM-Coordinator

5G NORMA introduces the Software-Defined Mobile Network Coordinator (SDM-X) for controlling network functions or resources, which are shared among selected network slices. The SDM-X sits on the common control layer which gathers all common network functions and resources among network slices. Such shared functions can either be the virtual or physical network functions that the network slices rely on. No matter the nature of these functions (virtual or physical) they can be core network functions such as Home Subscriber Server (HSS), more specific service related core elements such as Machine-Type Communications (MTC) specific Mobility Management Entity (MME) or wireless resources.

Considering the case of the shared spectrum, 5G NORMA introduces a higher degree of flexibility in resource scheduling, creating in this way a more robust and customized network slice taking into account the service needs. The role of SDM-X is to enable a rapid, short term scheduling decisions. For both core network and radio cases, the SDM-O decides the shared functions among network slices and provides to the SDM-X the relevant service policy. The SDM-X analyses this information together with the received network MANO requirements in order to decide whether it is necessary or not to modify a network slice capabilities to fulfill the agreed SLAs for the given tenant.

IV. CROSS-OPTIMIZATION CHALLENGES

We outline below some of the key cross-issues between mobility, multi-path routing and vNF chaining and routing. The aim is to illustrate some generic cases and propel the idea that a joint design is required in order to optimize the performance of a system architecture like 5G NORMA.

A. VNF Location and Chaining Problem

The vNF location and chaining problem requires to find the optimal number and placement of vNFs by taking into account the number of service requests and the ordering of the visiting vNFs in order to minimize the overall network operational costs and the utilization of the network. Depending on the nature of vNFs some more detailed constraints will need to be taken into account such as for example the anti-affinity constraint which requires some vNF that provide a correlated access the physical underlying resources to be implemented in different physical nodes because isolation of the operation of the different VMs might be compromised. This problem is also called the service chaining problem which, as mentioned above, relates to the process of routing a network flow (service) over a number of NFs in a pre-defined order. The service chaining problem can be easily shown to fall into a special category of facility location problems which are in general NP-hard and therefore intractable for pseudo-real time solutions of large network instances [19], [20]. OpenNF proposes an implementation of the control plane for VNFs as well as the network data plane by extending SDN functionalities [21]. Despite the significant attention that this problem has received over the last few years, there has been very little work on its application in wireless mobile networks. This is especially true with respect to the issues of mobility, QoS and multi-path routing that could provide the means for service differentiation and increased levels of network utilization. The following sections provide details on open-ended problems as pertain to the efficient deployment of vNF routing and chaining in mobile networks.

B. VNF Routing & Chaining with Mobility Support

Most of previous proposed solutions on the issue of vNF chaining and routing do not take into account user mobility. When user mobility is taken into account we can potentially have the case where the path between the node of the last-in-order vNF to be visited and the service access router is changed due to a handover to a different access router. Moving to a new access router means that the above last routing path segment will be changed and therefore the chaining and location of vNF might not entail optimal operation for the network. Hence mobility issues need to be taken into account and potentially a joint optimization scheme should be implemented that takes into account the effect of service migration/handover to a different access router. The above joint design could be implemented in per-network flow basis or for aggregate network flows using statistical information by exploring historical data on aggregate number of handovers in the specific geographical location.
The future work includes the definition of the challenges that future 5G Networks should tackle in order to better utilize. In a more general framework VNF chaining with vNF routing and chaining so that network resources can utilize a secondary shortest path (orange line) to perform vNF chaining.

C. VNF Routing & Chaining with Multi-Path Support

The envisioned decoupling between control and data forwarding plane via SDN allows for the incorporation of novel and flexible routing schemes compared to the current approaches which are mainly based on a single shortest path between two communicating network entities in the network. To this end, multi-path routing is a feature of high promise which has yet to be explored in emerging architectures and an above mentioned programmable forwarding and control plane will propel such solutions from concepts to real-world implementations.

Multi path routing can be utilized for inter-vNF routing to provide efficient utilization of available resources and to provide policies for per-flow treatment based on different service flow priorities. An example of that scenario is depicted in Figure 6, which shows the case of two flows with different priorities and how multi-path routing can be jointly executed with vNF routing and chaining so that network resources are better utilized. In a more general framework VNF chaining and routing can be composed in order to fulfill QoE/QoS constraints and/or requirements.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we present the 5G NORMA view on how to provide flexible connectivity and QoE/QoS Management within its envisioned architecture. We describe the main directions that future 5G Networks should be following, and the way 5G NORMA builds toward them. We introduce the fundamental blocks of the 5G NORMA architecture, detailing the role played by each of them, and discuss on additional challenges that future 5G Networks should tackle in order to support the numerous envisioned services with heterogeneous requirements. The future work includes the definition of the granularity of each interface and the internals of the presented entities, within the framework of the proposed architecture.
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